Ms. Susan is on vacation this week but we know your creativity doesn’t take a break so we are still offering an Art Cart To Go project.

Follow the directions on the pattern to create some winged bookmarks. If you’d rather have a bookmark with a longer tab, cut a one inch wide strip from the cardstock and glue your insect to the top.

Now let your imagination take flight - READ!
INSECT BOOKMARKS

1. COLOR IN YOUR INSECT.
2. CUT OUT INSECT AND RECTANGULAR BASE ATTACHMENT.
3. FOLD INSECT IN HALF (WING TO WING).
4. FOLD BASE IN HALF THEN FOLD DARKER PORTIONS DOWN TOWARD SIDES.
5. USE GLUE OR PASTE ON THE BACK OF THE DARKER FOLDS AND PRESS THEM AGAINST THE BOTTOM OF THE INSECT.
6. PLACE BASE ATTACHMENT BETWEEN BOOK PAGES.